REQUEST FOR COMMISSION ACTION
CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
September 25, 2019
Department

Administration

Director Approval Kelly Passauer

AGENDA ITEM
Consider authorizing staff to work with Montgomery County and cities
within Montgomery County to consider developing an RFP to study consolidation of 911.
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION City staff recommends working with Montgomery
County and cities within Montgomery County to consider developing an RFP to study
consolidation of 911.
BACKGROUND Approximately five to ten years ago, consolidation of 911 services in
Montgomery County was reviewed by a committee made up of City and County representatives.
At that time the consensus of the committee was that the costs to consolidate were too great.
Over the last few years the possibility of consolidation of 911 services has been brought up by
the current City Commission. In response to this, Police Chief Harrison researched this topic
and provided his research to the Commission. This information was also shared with the other
cities and the County. The City did receive a response from the City of Coffeyville which is
referred to in the attached memo from Chief Harrison.
BUDGET IMPACT
There would be no budget impact to develop an RFP. It would be
anticipated that the City would share in a portion of the cost of any study if authorized.
SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to authorize staff to work with Montgomery County and
cities within Montgomery County to consider developing an RFP to study consolidation of 911.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
1. Memo from Chief Harrison
2. Information gathered by Chief Harrison
3. Response from the City of Coffeyville

Independence Police Department
Jerry Harrison Chief of Police
811 W. Laurel
Independence, Kansas 67301
General Office (620)332-1700 Fax (620)332-1703

To: Interim City Manager Kelly Passauer
From: Chief Harrison
RE: Briefing on 911 Consolidation Project
In August 2019 Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office Dispatch, Coffeyville Police
Department, Montgomery County Emergency Management, and Independence Police
Department collaborated on a 911 consolidation report. That report was completed on
September 4th and forwarded to stakeholders around the county on 9-9-19.
The purpose of the report was to update area stakeholders on recommended next steps
to the consolidation project. Outside of the collaborative effort of fact gathering, no formal
discussion has occurred between area stakeholders. However, on 9-17-19 the City of
Coffeyville emailed a response to the report. The response from Coffeyville indicates they are
not interested in any form of consolidation unless it is housed and managed by the City of
Coffeyville.
Coffeyville’s response does not negate the need for a study. As indicated in the report,
consolidating dispatch in an existing center under an existing agency is one option that is
available. If that method of consolidation were chosen the study would assess the feasibility of
using their current center and the personnel required. This information is required if other
agencies are supportive of Coffeyville’s position.
Coffeyville recently constructed their dispatch center and it is currently being paid for
under a bond issue. A study of consolidation should include compensation for acquisition of
assets. In other words, it is possible that a consolidation plan that does not house consolidated
dispatch in Coffeyville may include compensating the City of Coffeyville for the investment their
taxpayers have made to provide dispatch to their community. Coffeyville staff may not be
aware of this point.
Independence city staff need to meet with other city and county staff in Montgomery
County and have a discussion on the topic of consolidated dispatch. The purpose of the work
session on 9-25-19, is to determine if Independence City Commissioners support this meeting.
Once area staff have met, the next step would be to schedule a meeting for all the local and
county legislators in Montgomery County to meet and determine the way forward.

911 PSAP Consolidation Comparison:
An Estimated Example of Full Dispatch Consolidation for
Montgomery County

This report was prepared by:
Jerry Harrison, Chief of Police, Independence Police Department
With assistance from:
Kwin Bromley, Chief of Police, Coffeyville Police Department
Melissa Adey, Dispatch/Records Supervisor, Independence Police Department
Becky Dye, Dispatch Supervisor, Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office
Michael Utz, Chief of Police, Garden City Police Department
Rick Whitson, Montgomery County Emergency Manager
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There are multiple ways jurisdictions consolidate dispatch. After a review of existing
dispatch consolidation studies it was determined the dispatch centers in Montgomery County are
currently operating under different forms of consolidation. Below is a list of various forms of
consolidation to consider:
1. Full consolidation-All law enforcement, Fire, and EMS dispatched by a single standalone agency
2. Partial Consolidation-More than one jurisdiction’s dispatch services are integrated into an
existing agency and follow their governance
a. Coffeyville PD currently operates under this model
b. IPD currently operates under this model
c. MGSO currently operates under this model
3. Co-located Consolidation-Agencies share physical space and resources but remain
independent
a. This is a similar arrangement in Independence between IPD and MGSO.
b. We share radio broadcast equipment, IT system, log recorder, phone system, and
physical space.
4. Hybrid Consolidation-A mixture of the previous versions of consolidation
a. IPD and MGSO fit this description as well. Both agencies are partially
consolidated and co-located.
The importance of these definitions takes on significant meaning in a consolidation study
because each of these methods significantly impacts the cost of the project. Each of these also
forces the consideration of governance. Who will manage the dispatch center? Who will have
input on the management of the center? How will it be funded? These are just some of the
questions that a well thought out dispatch consolidation must consider in order to produce a
successful consolidation project.
Current State of Consolidation
The purpose of this report is to present a general idea of how a full consolidation of
dispatch services might look in Montgomery County. This report is a comparison of a full
consolidation in counties of similar size in population to Montgomery County, Kansas.
Garden City Police Department (GCPD) operates a fully consolidated dispatch center in
Finney County, Kansas. GCPD is the only public safety answering point (PSAP) in the county,
serving a population of 36,611 in Finney County (US Census Bureau). GCPD dispatches for the
following public safety agencies:
• Garden City Police Department
• Garden City Fire Department and other fire departments around the county
• Finney County Emergency Medical Service
• Finney County Sheriff’s Office
• Holcomb Police Department
• Garden City Community College Police Department
Cowley County also operates a fully consolidated dispatch center in Cowley County,
Kansas. Cowley County Emergency Communications (CCEC) serves a population of 35,218
(US Census Bureau). CCEC dispatches for the following public safety agencies:
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• Cowley County Sheriff’s Office
• Arkansas City Police Department
• Winfield Police Department
• Arkansas City Fire-EMS
• Atlanta Fire Department
• Burden Fire-EMS
• Cambridge Fire Department
• Dexter Fire Department
• Udall Fire Department
• Winfield Fire Department
In comparison Montgomery County (MGCO) has two PSAPs, Coffeyville and Independence,
serving a total population of 32,120 (US Census Bureau). Coffeyville Police Department (CPD)
dispatches for the following (see Figure 1):
• Coffeyville Police Department
• Coffeyville Fire Department
• Coffeyville Regional Medical Center (EMS)
• Caney Police Department (911 land lines only)
• Caney EMS (911 land lines only)
• Labette EMS
• Dearing RFD
• Liberty RFD
• Tyro RFD
• South Coffeyville, Oklahoma FD
• South Coffeyville, Oklahoma PD
• Wann, Oklahoma RFD
• Receive 911 land lines for south half of Montgomery County
Independence Police Department (IPD) dispatches for the following (See Figure 2):
• Independence Police Department
• Independence Fire-EMS
• Cherryvale Fire-EMS
• Sycamore RFD
• Indy RFD
• Havana RFD
• Elk City RFD
• Cherryvale RFD
• Receive/Transfer all 911 cell phone calls in Montgomery County
• Receive all 911 land lines in north half of Montgomery County
Although the Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office (MGSO) operates a dispatch center they
are not a public safety answering point because they do not take direct 911 calls. To eliminate
delays in response for emergency services IPD initiates dispatch for all 911 calls and car crashes
that occur in Independence and in the north part of MGCO. MGSO dispatches for the following
agencies:
• Cherryvale Police Department
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•
•

MGSO
All rural fire departments in the north half of MGCO when the calls come directly to the
MGSO

Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
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Comparisons to Established Consolidated PSAP
As previously noted GCPD and CCEC operate county-wide, fully consolidated PSAPs.
Table 1 below demonstrates comparisons between GCPD, CCEC, and MGCO.
IPD Dispatch
CPD Dispatch
MGSO Dispatch
MGCO Totals
GCPD Dispatch
CCEC

Table 1.

Population Served Calls for Service 911 Calls Administrative phone calls Dispatch seats Personnel
8598
19,205
11685
68579
2
7
9366
22128
3965
73485
2.5
5.5
14156 Not Available
NA
Not Available
1
7
32120
41,333
15650
142064
5
20
17
36611
63027
13784
81562
3
35218 Not Available
13082
62625
4
15

Table 1 shows populations served by each dispatch center in MGCO. The “MGCO
Totals” line in the table denotes the total number of items in each category for all agencies
combined in MGCO. The following lines allow the reader to compare MGCO totals to GCPD
and CCEC. As an example you can see that the population served by dispatch agencies in
MGCO is a 14% decrease compared to the population served by GCPD and 10% decrease to the
population served by CCEC.
While MGCO is slightly less in population MGCO receives 12% and 16% more 911 calls
than GCPD and CCEC respectively. MGCO also receives 43% and 56% more administrative
phone calls than GCPD and CCEC respectively (Table 1). MGCO administrative calls far
outnumber the other two PSAPs and do not include the number of administrative phone calls
taken by MGSO as their statistics were unavailable, however; it is clear the number would be
much higher with those numbers included. Because of these increases over the comparison
PSAPs we speculate that MGCO would likely need five dispatch seats to function at the level of
service the three MGCO dispatch centers function now.
Personnel Changes
Table 1 demonstrates that MGCO full consolidation would have many similarities to
GCPD and CCEC. An important consideration is that dispatchers around the county perform
many functions for each agency. Looking at Table 2 you can see the many duties that IPD and
CPD utilize dispatchers for.
Considering the number of administrative calls combined with the hours dedicated to
records service leads to an estimate of two full-time personnel to perform records duties and
answer phones for IPD and CPD in the event that dispatchers were no longer available due to
consolidation. CPD currently has one full-time records clerk and in 2020, IPD will have one
full-time records clerk. This would mean the addition of another full-time records clerk to
perform all these duties and answer phones, take walk-ins, and control access to city buildings
for both IPD and CPD. Having only two personnel for these duties will mean that there will be
no one available to answer phones, take walk-ins, or control access to city buildings after hours,
on holidays, or on weekends. A reduction of services would occur anytime one of those
employees took vacation or sick leave.
Under consolidation the communications duties listed above could be addressed by
forwarding the department’s main number to the dispatch center. If the phone call is a call for
service then it would be dispatched. All other calls would be transferred back to the agency.
Records clerks would still be needed to handle the items listed in Table 2.
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Consolidated dispatch would include other losses of service. Without around the clock
personnel, agencies will no longer be able to monitor alarms on city assets, monitor surveillance
cameras, or call out street, electric department (CPD), or water/waste-water personnel 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year.

Table 2.

Weekly Records Duties
Hours per week
County Attorney & Municipal Court records distribution
15-20
Processing report and background requests for courts and probation
5
Accident Report processing/Carfax Reports
8
Pulling recorded calls
3-6
Citation Entry
3
Laserfiche Scanning
15
Pawn Ticket Entry
2
NCIC Validations
3
KIBRS Preparation and submission
3-5
News Media
5
Fingerprint processing
5
Subpoenas District and Municipal Court
6-8
Warrant NCIC Entries
3
VIN Checks
5
Total Hours on Records Weekly
69-88

MGSO currently has two records clerks and estimates they would need two more
personnel to enter warrants and protective orders as dispatchers do now. These personnel would
be utilized to answer business lines and talk to walk-ins during business hours.
Table 3 provides an estimate of what the additional personnel would cost each agency.
MGSO and IPD amounts are based on IPD’s planned starting wage for that position. CPD’s
amounts come from their payroll. The estimated need for each agency was based on current
workloads and combined with the additional duties to cover what dispatchers would no longer be
doing under consolidation. These positions would be hired by each agency in addition to the
number of dispatchers that the entire county would need to fund for consolidated dispatch
services.
IPD Dispatch
CPD Dispatch
MGSO Dispatch
MGCO Totals
GCPD Dispatch
CCEC

Personnel
7
5.5
7
20
17
15

Personnel Cost Admin Personnel
$ 287,282.03
1
$ 220,049.00
1
$ 287,282.03
2
$ 794,613.06
NA
$ 697,685.00
NA
$ 615,604.41
NA

Admin Personnel Costs
$
34,503.64
$
40,008.91
$
69,007.28
$
143,519.83
NA
NA

Table 3.
Table 3 indicates how many dispatchers each agency currently employs and current
dispatch personnel costs in the first two columns. Based on the call volume comparisons to
GCPD and CCEC in Table 1, our estimate indicates we would need more employees than GCPD
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and CCEC. In the bottom row, the total personnel cost for MGCO full consolidation is estimated
at $794,613.06. It is believed by our team that what each agency currently pays for dispatch
would not change, but would be forwarded to whoever governs consolidated dispatch. If this is
correct, consolidated dispatch would lead to similar dispatch costs but would include the
additional cost of administrative personnel for each agency, totaling $143,519.83 for IPD, CPD,
and MGSO.
Law enforcement agencies in Cowley County were interviewed to determine how they
handled the loss of dispatch personnel for administrative phone calls and walk-ins. One agency
did not accommodate this loss and depends solely on CCEC to provide these services. This has
resulted in significant loss of customer service for their citizens who have to use a phone at the
facility to contact CCEC to speak to an officer 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. When citizens call
the agency they also get “bounced” around from the dispatch center then back to the PD causing
several complaints. The loss in customer service was not deemed worth the savings.
Anecdotally, two agencies that consolidated reported aggravated batteries occurring as victims
have been attacked at the police station. The victims were attempting to use the phone to call
police but were attacked because suspects knew there was no one in the station.
911 Funding
The Kansas 911 Act taxes each subscriber $.90 per taxing period. That $.90 is divided
among several 911 related funds as listed in the act. The first column in Table 4 shows 911
revenues received by each PSAP in 2018. In 2019, new legislation raised the subscriber tax,
which raised each PSAP’s revenue from $.60 to $.66 per subscriber. The second column in
Table 4 shows the expected estimate of 911 Revenues under the current act.

Table 4.

IPD Dispatch
CPD Dispatch
MGSO Dispatch
MGCO Totals
GCPD Dispatch
CCEC

911 Revenues
$ 109,501.73
$ 57,749.66
NA
$ 167,251.39
$ 184,371.60
$ 158,487.40

Estimated 911 Revenues
$
120,451.90
$
63,524.63
NA
$
183,976.53
$
202,808.76
$
174,336.14

The Kansas 911 Act limits how 911 revenues can be expended1. The simple explanation
is if the expense does not aid in receiving a 911 call and forwarding that information to first
responders, it is not eligible for 911 funding. The following are examples of eligible and
ineligible expenses:
1. 911 money can only be used for the following
a. Implementation of 911
b. 911 equipment and upgrades
c. Maintenance and licensing of 911 equipment
d. Training 911 personnel on 911 related topics
e. Monthly bills related to 911
f. Capital improvements to the 911 system
g. Original acquisition of road signs to aid in delivery of 911
2. Ineligible items (just a few examples)
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Portable and car radios
Salaries
Buildings, improvements to buildings
Road sign replacement after initial implementation

1. For more information see FAQ Allowable Uses of 911 Fees at this link https://www.kansas911.org/finance/#toggle-id-11

Limitations of this Study
We acknowledge that we are not a research firm versed and trained on researching a
study of this type and we urge interested stakeholders to partner together to fund a formal study
to test the various options for 911 consolidation in MGCO. This study only considers one
option, full consolidation. There are several options for consolidation and currently both PSAPs
in MGCO function under hybridized versions of consolidation, serving citizens in Kansas and
Oklahoma.
This study did not use industry accepted formulas to compute personnel necessary to run
a stand-alone PSAP. All personnel assumptions are based on current staffing and workload as
compared to GCPD and CCEC. It is important to note that MGCO is believed to need more
personnel than GCPD for three reasons (Table 1). First, MGCO appears to have a higher
workload. Second, GCPD has the benefit of utilizing the administrative structure of GCPD to
manage the PSAP, whereas, the scenario analyzed in this report would require the addition of
managerial and administrative personnel unless the consolidated dispatch was attached to an
existing governing body that currently provides those functions. Third, the population of
Oklahoma citizens served by CPD was not included in this study, only the call volume
generated.
There are many other topics to consider prior to making a determination on this topic.
This study does not answer the following questions:
1. Who will govern consolidated dispatch?
2. Where will it be located?
3. How much will it cost to implement?
4. How will it be funded?
5. How will current personnel be impacted by employee benefit changes?
6. How will current employee seniority be credited?
7. How will employee benefits change?
8. What certifications will dispatchers in a consolidated dispatch be required to maintain?
9. Where will the dispatchers be required to reside?
10. How will long commutes to a central dispatch center be impacted by weather
emergencies?
11. How much will turn-over among current dispatchers around the county affect
implementation costs?
12. How will bargaining units respond to and negotiate with the consolidating body?
13. What services will consolidated dispatch provide?
14. What will happen to the citizens in Oklahoma that currently rely on CPD to provide 911
services?
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Challenges to Consolidation
There were technology concerns that came up in discussions with the group that met to
prepare this report. All of the agencies around the county with the exception of IPD and IFDEMS run on their own proprietary digital radio systems. These systems are dependent upon one
vendor. These systems can be patched to the 800 MHz Kansas Statewide Interoperability
Communication System (KSICS). IPD utilizes VHF and IFD-EMS utilizes UHF and the state
digital system. Connecting these systems to KSICS can be accomplished using a full-time patch
box.
Loss of redundancy with communications was a concern with the group. In the current
state each PSAP possesses the capability to remotely dispatch from each other’s location in the
event they were to lose their dispatch center. This loss of redundancy may possibly be addressed
by patching into KSICS and rerouting the Next Gen 911 system to an alternate PSAP that has the
space to allow for operations.
Each dispatch center in the county utilizes their own log recorders that record phone
calls, 911 calls, and many telephone lines. Currently IPD shares some recording lines with
MGSO for radios, but MGSO has its own log recorder. IPD’s log recorder is currently at its
maximum capacity and will have to reduce some recorded lines to accommodate MGSO’s needs.
Otherwise, MGSO will be required to pay a significant licensing fee to add another block of
recording lines. MGCO consolidation would require the purchase of a log recorder to serve
everyone’s needs. IPD paid about $38,000 for their log recorder in 2016. CPD paid $26,000 for
their logger in 2019 and it currently has channels available. The cost of a log recorder that
served MGCO in consolidation is unknown.
MGCO consolidation would have two positives for technology. Currently both PSAPs
operate on the state hosted NG911 call handling system and all agencies in the county utilize the
same computer aided dispatch system. This means that call handling and dispatch systems are
already compatible.
IPD operates a storm warning siren system consisting of 14 sirens. CPD runs their own
siren system of approximately nine sirens as well as the sirens in Dearing, Liberty, and South
Coffeyville. The county does not have a centralized siren system but it is believed there are
sirens in Elk City and Sycamore. IPD controls their local siren system. CPD’s siren system is
activated by the National Weather Service (NWS). There is an exception to the NWS activation
if a trained spotter sees tornadic activity. In that scenario CPD manually activates their siren
system.
In a consolidation it would have to be determined who will operate at least IPD and CPD
siren systems. IPD could opt to utilize the NWS but someone would need to activate either
community’s system if a trained spotter reports a tornado. Further, these systems operate off a
radio signal. Making these systems compatible would be a hurdle that would need addressed.
Consolidation would likely require the assumption of assets. The stakeholders would
have to form an agreement on who would assume the technological assets discussed. In other
words, stakeholders must come to an agreement on who will give up ownership and who will
assume ownership of these various forms of technology required to dispatch emergency services.
Stakeholders must also determine who will maintain these various systems, sirens, towers,
repeaters, information technology, and more.
The final consideration discussed was subscription fees. While everyone that has a phone
of some sort pays 911 taxes, not everyone pays for dispatching of the 911 call. 911 funds cannot
be used for facilities, salaries, and many other expenses required to operate a dispatch center.
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Further, 911 funds do not cover all 911 eligible expenses. IPD expends about 10% more than
they receive in 911 funds on 911 fund eligible expenses. As an example, the tax payers of
Independence subsidize the call handling for all the citizens calling 911 in the north half of the
county. Cherryvale Fire-EMS does not pay a subscription fee to IPD, however; IPD provides
full dispatch services to them. The same scenario applies to the other six agencies IPD
dispatches 911 calls for that are not funded by the taxpayers in Independence. It is likely that in
a MGCO consolidation scenario all citizens would have to start paying their share of expenses
for dispatch services.
Facilities
The team cannot say whether any current facilities would be suitable for a fully
consolidated operation in MGCO. IPD and MGSO currently operate in the basement of a former
hospital. IPD’s dispatch center is 2,352 square feet. The facility is secured using a key card and
push-button access control system. The center has four fully-functioning dispatch consoles, and
a partial work station. 911 calls can be fully fielded at two of the stations and partially fielded at
a third (no mapping at the partial station). IPD is equipped to communicate on the KSICS digital
radio system from a base station, not the main consoles. MGSO is equipped to communicate
digitally with surrounding agencies. MGSO cannot field 911 calls.
The storm resistance of the building could not be definitively determined, however; an
architect’s interview indicated that the former hospital is likely the most storm resistant structure
in Independence. The architect reported that when the building was constructed hospitals were
required to be built to an “importance factor”, making the structure much stronger than other
buildings.
CPD operates out of a facility completed in 2018. The facility is storm rated and secured.
CPD has two full function dispatch work stations and one partial work station. CPD is currently
equipped with a digital radio system that allows them to communicate with all surrounding
agencies.
If one of the current facilities was chosen as a consolidated dispatch center stakeholders
would again have to consider assumption of assets. Would the city that owned the current center
cede ownership to an existing agency? Would a separate taxing entity assume ownership?
Conclusion
Consolidated dispatch has resulted in savings and improvements in some places and not
in others. The work group agreed that there are many options for consolidation and each has its
advantages and disadvantages that probably have differing price points. Based on results in
other jurisdictions and the variety of consolidation options in MGCO the group believes the best
next-step in consolidation is for all stakeholders to fund a study that evaluates all consolidation
methods and options. This study needs to include a staffing study to ensure adequate personnel
are available to provide emergency services efficiently. The study should include estimated
costs for each method and option. The study should answer most if not all of the questions that
the team uncovered in researching this report. A well-researched study by an experienced
consultant will improve the likelihood of success of such a major and important undertaking.
The study should also include a recommendation of which method best serves the citizens of
MGCO.
Resources available upon request.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Hall
Kelly Passauer
Paul Bauer; Ann Marie Vannoster; Chris Williams; Justin Doane; Jim Taylor; srichardson;
kwin.bromley@coffeyvillepd.org; Mike Shook
Consolidation of Communication Services
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 8:10:59 PM

Kelly,
I was pleased to receive and examine your proposal of combined communication services.
Thank you for your interest in consolidating communication services in the future.
I regret, however, that the City of Coffeyville is unable to participate in the proposed
consolidation of communication services unless located in the City of Coffeyville. The City
of Coffeyville offered to consolidate communication services when our new public safety
building was built and the City of Independence declined. The City of Coffeyville has
agreements with many smaller communities that are dependent on the City of Coffeyville.
Again, the City of Coffeyville would be pleased to discuss the proposal if the communication
services center was located in the City of Coffeyville in the future.
I am appreciative of the information forwarded to the City of Coffeyville and of the time and
effort expended in preparing the information. Although the City of Coffeyville cannot move
forward with the proposal, the City of Coffeyville does wish you success in the future.
Respectfully,
Mark Hall
City Manager
City of Coffeyville

